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bI. PREFACE AND INTRODUCTION
A. Preface
The ultimate aim of the infrared geological study prcgram in
the Remote Sensing Laboratory at Stanford University is the prcduction
of geological maps from airborne data. To achieve this end result she
spectrometer program was initiated to define the laboratory and treed
aspects of the infrared spectra of rocks and soil materials. As the
spectral periods became shorter with better equipment - decreaEing
from one every 20 minutes to 6 per second in tile- airborne operatio ►ls -
the need for more efficient pattern-recognition techniques became
paramount in our thinking.
Many programs have been tried to achieve the ideal low unit
cost, cleanly definitive method. We progressed from a simple-minded
linear cross-correlation technique (CORRCO) which compared the new
spectrum and serially ranked the "best-fit" (i.e. high "r" coeffisfens)
spectra from a memory bank obtained from typical rocks. This tabulation
sequence was usually correct but had little or no discriminator} power.
To enhance this--and to use that portion of the pattern which tl ►e hi men
eye seizes upon in optical recognition--we developed a program called
PULSE. This transformed the spectrum so that only the peaks and valleys
were preserved in the data. The spectrum was replaced by a "histogram"-
like bar chart. Unfortunately this was only more successful in a limited
way, and the computer had considerable trouble in locating the peaks
(by use of 2nd derivatives) in noisy spectra. (See Tech Letters 6 7 -2,6 ±)
Stepwise discriminant function programs(B`ID01M) from the
UCLA BMD group of programs were used successfully (Tech letter 67-3)
and have been modified for input and output from airborne data tapes
These of 	 learning" programs "train" on spectra of tl ► e same vintage
as are later used in the "unknown" processing stages, but are selected
by the geologists (from boresibht photography of the ground track




Our quest continues. This publication represents the latest
development in the series and is in effect a refinement of the BMD07M
discriminant program.
Under Paul Switzei's direction this entirely new program
was developed from mathematical principles. In the following sections
the logic and philosophy of the "nearest neighbor" concept is covered,
as it was originally written by Chapman and Nadeau. John Moore has
adapted it (principally in the I/O aspects) to make it more useful
for our spe-ific data formats, and the illustration included in the
Appendix reflects these u pdating steps.









The purpose of this program is to provide a means of perform-
ing a non-parametric test that will enable the experimenter to classify




The basic procedure for performing this test can be stated
very briefly. The distance from the unknown point to each of the known
pcint= is calculated. The K closest points or the points which fall
witt, ir some radius R of the unknown point are then.analyzed and their
ca f e Ties noted. The unknown point is then p?-aced in that category
which occurs most frequently among the known points under consideration
IV. GENERAL
Frequently in non-parametric statistical inference the nature
::t the data and the best test procedure must be determined empirically.
An important factor in non-parametric testing is to determine the
measure cf error associated with the test procedure. In many cases
the only wvy to determine the error is through an empirical study of
the procedure against the subject data	 With these problems in mind
this program was written to provide the experimenter with not only a
means of performing a statistical inference test using this test
procedure with tried and true constants, but also with a means of
testing the various constants and to establish a measure of error.
V. APPLICABILITY OF DATA
Any data of unknown distribution which has associated with
it one or mote nvmerical measurements can be tested with this program.
The numerical measurements associated with data whose category is known
may be considered as the best estimators of the true parameters of the
category. The number of numerical measurements (parameters) associated
with each known and unknown is called the dimension of the category.
GThis program requires all categories under consideration to be cf the
same dimension and each numerical measurement is considered to be 13.1
floating point form. The number of dimensions and the number o
knowns and unknowns which may be used are dependent only upon the
amount of core storage which can be made available to the program
The array declarations may be changed to any desired size prc ,7ided it
is within the core requirements of the equipment.
VI.	 THE PROGRAM
It was desired to make the program as flexible as possib'e
in order to accommodate varying amounts of data in various dimensions.
As a result, a large portion cf the program deals with inputioUtput
operations and the problem of presenting output in a readable and
useful form, in the face of •varying amounts of data. An example
is the printout of the knowns and unknowns read. When the dimensions
exceeded the width of the paper the remaining dimensions are printed
on the subsequent pages. However, when the number of knowns or
unknowns exceed one page, which would be common, all the knowns 'cr
unknowns) are printed for whatever number of dimensions can tir a,--ss
a page, then the program returns to printout the remaining d=mensr rs
for all the knowns (or unknowns). In this manner it is pos y b?e tc
tear our the sheets, place them alongside one another and have the
dimensions for each known (or unknown) read from left to right.
The output on each unknown is identified in the upper leis
hand corner of the page by X(N) where N is the position ir. held rela-
tive to the other unknowns when read in by the program. The other da•1-
cn the page is self explanatory with the exception of the colu-nns
entitled "cumulative category of unknown" and "Radius Index of Known".
Tile data in the former is calculated in the following manner. The
category of the known closest to the unknown is tentatively assigned
to the unknown. The categories of the other knowns are checked cne
at a time in order of distance from the unknown points. In the event
two or more categories have occurred with the same frequency thei
are printed to reflect the tie. Tile last item in this column -.s
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final categcr.y assignment for the unknown- The last column entitled
"Radius Index of Known" is designed to give the experimenter a means
cf checking various radii he may be considering. A zero will appear
in this column if the known point is between the unknown point and the
smallest_ radius. A one will appear if the known is between the smallest
radius and the next smallest radius, etc. If the distance from the
known point to unknown point exceeds the largest radius then the number
cf the largest radius will appear in this column. This number will
c-:incide with the number of radii under consideration.
A summary matrix is provided to indicate the number of
correct classifications for a stipulated number of points or for each
radius. For example for K=1 the matrix shows how the unknowns were
-lassified by considering only the closest known point. K=2 reflects
how thEy were classified by considering; only the two closest known
poin t s. The explanation of the summaries for the different radii is
similar	 The matrix has as its columns the true categories of the
"unkn-^)wns" and the rows indicate the categories they were assigned as
a -esult cf the test
The last page of each pass (passes will be explained under
"Ins*.-uctiens for Use") shows the percentage of correct decisions made.
At^ indicated above each unknown is categorized several times The
percentage of correct categorizations is reflected in this column.
The computation of the distance from the unknown to each
known is accomplished through vector and matrix algebra. Before
dis(ussing this computation an explanation of the space matrix is in
order. If the experimenter has sufficient knowledge of the data he
may wish to place more weight on some of the measurements associated
wi ,-h each known than any other. lie does this by prepa .ing a space
matrix, S, to have these weights reflected in the distance calculation.
The spa c e matrix is a square matrix • ith size equal to the dimension of
► he categories. If no particular space matrix is desired the program
will produce an identity matrix for computational purposes. The first
step :n the distance calculation is to subtract each measurement of the
unknown from the corresponding measurement of the known. This produces
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ba different vector. This vector is a row vector and the distance, D,
is found by solving the equation
D = dSdT
where S is the space matrix.
After all the distances have been calculated it is desirable
to order them from smallest to largest. However, since it is also
necessary to associate each distance with the known point that was used
to calculate it, the same order is desired for both the knowns and the
distances. To overcome this difficulty a subscripted array of integers
1 to M was produced. The ordering of the distances was then accemplishEd
by moving the corresponding integer to the top of its array each time a
smaller distance was found. This subscripted array then becomes the
subscript of the distance array for purposes of picking out the smal?e_-t
distances. For all practical purposes the distances were ordered, but
in reality they were still located in memory in the same order as the
knowns that were used to calculate them.
VII.	 INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
A.	 General
Until now the treatment of input has been ignc-ed
because of the need to discuss it thoroughly in connection with the
instructions on how to prepare data, and modify formats and dimens-_,-ns
prior to use.
The first card read is a control card with e-.rhe,
a 1, 2, 3, or 4 punched in column one. This number indicates to the
program the type of pass to be run. This should not be confused with
the number of passes which are made and are printed out at the beginning
of each pass. Any number of passes can be made during one computer *_un,
brit only four types of passes are available. The first pass must be a
type 1 pass. A type 1 pass indicates to the program that all new date
and constants are being presented for processing. The second y ard will
contain the following information for the type 1 pass. All values on






KMIN=Min. No- of distances
to be considered











For the type 1 pass the space matrix indicator will be a 1 or 2. A
1 tells the program that it is to pr1,duce an identity matrix and a 2
indicates that the space matrix is to be read in by the program.
If no radius is tc be used cols, 17-19 are to be
blank	 If cols-17-19 are not blank the third card will contain the
values of the radii, These values will be in floating point form,
f8,5, and right justified in the following fields:
Cols 1-8, 9-16, 17-24, 25-32, 33-40, 41-48,
4 1,,-56, 5 7-64, 65-72, 73-80^
No more than ten radii can be used on any pass.
The fourth and, if needed, the fifth card will
contain the identifying symbols of the categories. No more than
twenty different categories can be used, These identifying symbols
will be in alphanumeric form and right justified in the following
f ield.s.
No*.e: This format applies to both cards 4 and 5.
Cols.1-4, 7-10, 13-16, 19-22, 25-28, 31-34, 37-40,
43-46, 49-52, 55-58, 61-64, 67-70, 73-76.
The next card to be read will contain the
categcry of the first known. The format for this card is number 37 in
the program listing and may be changed to suit the user's needs.
The following cards will contain the numerical
measurements. The format for these cards is number 40 in the listing
and again this format may be changed to suit the user's needs. * There
Althcugh format 40 can be modified the format must call for exactly
7 data fields otherwise more extensive modifications will become
necessary. The format also calls for floating point form.
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is no restriction on the number of dimensions or number of knowns and
unknowns which can be read other than the restriction of limited core
storage.
After the knowns are read the unknowns a---e read.
immediately. If the true category of the unknowns is known then_ the
category should be on the card immediately preceding the measurements
of each unknown just as it was done for the knowns. If the true
category is unknown then a blank card should precede the data for each
unknown.
If the space matrix is to be read it will be read
after the last unknown. The format for the space matrix is format
number 73 in the program listing. This format may also be modified
but must maintain 10 data fields on a card floating point form to avoid
extensive modifications to the program.
If only the type 1 pass is desired a blank ca-d
should be placed after the last card in the space matrix or if no
space matrix is to be read, the blank card should be placed afrez the
last card of the unknown data.
If another pass is desired the blank card Ghcu:ld
be replaced by a control card with either a 1, 2, 3, or 4 in column cre
After the first pass there is no restriction on the type of pass wh-1-h
can be made.
A type 2 pass permits the user to change SOME  of
the constants he used on the previous pass. It does not allow haO.i
read in additional knowns or unknowns. The card followin6	 type 2
control card has the same format as the format for type 1 pass con-
stants. M and N may be reallocated but the sum of M+N can not
exceed the sum( of M+N used on the previous pass. This real locarion
of M and N only makes sense if the true category of the unknowns is
known. IP cannot be changed and must be entered exactly as it was on
the previous pass. A new KMIN value may be entered. If no change is
desired the same value used on the previous pass must be entered. A
uew KRAD value may be entered. If the same radii used on the previouE





tc be used again col. 25 should be blank. If a new value of KRAD has
been ei.tered the 1:ew values of the radii will be rgad next usiag the
same fcrma.t as before. If a 2 was punched in col. 25 then a new space
matrix will be read using the same format as before. After the card(s)
containing the constants, the new radii, or space matrix, whichever is
applicable, is a blank card or a new control card.
The type 3 pass permits tte same changes as the
type 2 pass and in addition allows more unknowns to be read. M may be
in:reased to include any or all of the unknowns from the previous pass.
N will be the number of new unknowns to be read. Any unknowns from
the Drevious pass which are not included in the knowns will be lost
when the new unknowns are read. If new radii are to be used they will
read first as in the type 2 pass. Then the new unknowns will be read
using the same formats as in the type 1 pass, followed by the new
space matrix if desired. Again, either a blank card or a new control
caid must follow the last card in the type 3 pass data set.
The last type of pass is the type 4. This pass
will permit the same changes as the type 2 pass and in addition allows
new knowns and unknowns to be added. The card following the type 4
control card has the following format:
All data must be right ustified in its field.
NS=number of knowns to be sa,ied, cols.	 1-5
MS=number of knowns to be read, cols.	 7-12
N=number of unknowns to be read, cols.15-19
KMIN=min. number of points to be
considered,	 cols.22-24
KRAD=Number of radii employed, 	 cols.27-29
NAP=Space Matrix indicator 	 col:. 34
NS may include any or all of the knowns and
unknowns used on the previous pass. Any knowns or unknowns not
included will be lost.
The data which will be read next are the new
radii if applicable, the new knowns and unknowns, in that order, and
the new space matri:c if applicable, followed by a blank card or new
contrcl card. All of these will use the same formats as in the type
1 pass.
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GB.	 Changes in the Dimension Statements
Because of the vast amount of core storage which
can be used by arrays, we suggest that the user tailor the array to his
own particular needs. The following is to aid in making the desired
changes.




-- I is the maximum M+N of any pass.
J is the number of dimensions.
S(I,J)	 -- I=J= number of dimensions.
ISTD(20)	 -- This is now at its maximum and should nct
be changed.
DIST(I)	 -- I is the maximum number of knowns to be
used on any pass.
SUM(I)	 -- I is the number of dimensions.
DIFF(I)	 -- I is the number of dimensions.
NAM	 -- I is the maximum number of knowns to be used
on any pass.
JADD(20)	 -- Not to be changed.
NB(20)
	
-- Not to be changed.
JAB(10, 20, 20) -- Not to be changed.
MAB(10, 20, 20) -- Not to be changed.
FAB(I)	 -- I is the max N of any pass.
V(I)	 -- I is the max (M+N) for any pass.
VIII. SUMMARY
The nature of non-parametric statistical inference usually
requires testing with large amounts of data to achieve a respectable
degree of accuracy. We feel this program has a wide range of appli-
cability and especially for data with categories of high dimensions.
The flexibility which is given to the experimenter in changing and
varying his constants and space matrix should aid him considerably,
not only in finding the best testing conditions, but also in gaining
an insight into the nature of the data itself that may never have come
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22C CC 115	 J+1rIP
1	 221 115 SUI+ILI=SU'1(LIAI'JIFF(JI•S(Jrl)1
222 12 r4 CI;T(11=C1ST(Itof,:IFF(L14SUr(IL11
32? 12`- !ChT1NLE
1	 Z14 -1'1	 M., 	I=t.^
225 13!1 Nd 11 1=
ii! PL-M-1
227 CO 140	 1=1.ML
229 JJJ={At
C U'O F' CIdT/ NCF SMALLEST TC 1.4RCEST
229 ?0 115 J-JJJ..4





235 IF(I.LF.KAIN)C0	 TO	 141
Z36 1F(CIST(Na( III .Lk.C4K Q ACf j G()	 TC	 14n
2'7 I1FrP=1-1
7.38 GC To 145
235 14C Cf:NTINLF
I4C 145 A 1+K- '
241 SIVCIK'11=J
24i SAVOEIKfI=C
243 1F ( 1 TE'1P oZQ .011TE •P=?aKMIN
244 v ► T -KM 1N0?
i4', IF(IIE'P.G1.M{TIIT.FP•vIT
147	 MFITI:rl+el
14A	 FCP 1.tT (141.12 - H-	 =a t. Y).rra=ht.•'•.-.
e IiTFVT -* -JUTPLT-;JLT p I	 ...... e+^*.+urerw.r.a.^=r.ic,.
;ss.rsss•.=a^l
^RITE15.l451
1 4 C	 F•)4 l^ ATI ♦ X. 5O x.2 7h A• A = 4r ♦.star rfaaa^.//)
C	 Ll T:IT 1'4CEX INC C IPENS IVIS OF UNKNOWN.
IFt(CN)'.tG.2) CC TC 5104
MA ITE ( 5.15i,1K ,
150	 FCPYATt1X .9X.i1HLNKACHh X(.11.1H ) r22X . 154WITH VPS4SIf!M
1.41T^Ie.lUC2!
:IFiTE(4.F•dT111YPIKrJI.J•1.HIrVIK1
1G1:7 FrF^! T f •%. ^ iJE4T IF 1;.L7ICN...' 1
b^. {TElh.l^)
5D.1 ♦ 	 ';t'^T [N'IL
i F lL'L'h)3.EC.11 GC TC S-301






153	 Fr • FMATI IV, tCI F S.S.lr.lH	 1)1
194	 ;'C %T I Yj -
C	 11•T?LT Q cSULTi FCR r!'MCLI AO L4KLrMN
IFItONC3.e-11 C:' T. 5001
wPlTrl^.1541
16C	 F: 3 t'ATIIN I ' ll X.eHINUEx CF.14X.9HC^TEGIPY . l Lx.1CH^.IST'N1:f. TU 1 14x.t`-
► ;U4JL^TIYE CATECO K Yr14X912"401US INnfX)
•^IT"1o.1651
lt'	 aim'•'TIlx.12XrSHKNL'^r:.16X.9HCF Khf.MN.1`•x.71WKK\IMhtr2 r.^.1'►H(: F ::7n>.'
G^5r2UK.oHU F KNCMN)
!:Cl	 CCs'TINLi
CO 17C i • 1r1F -)1 iT
JArrill-0
17C	 Ne l I l=)
171 J*L.IF,JIiT




172	 C 240 1+1.17EMP
CC 1 77 J=1.IFeIST
I^(4I ,4%(III.hF.IbTC(JI1GC TO 175
J!)PIJI•J%nDIJIAI





X )9'. J-JJJ ► IFJIST
IF(JACOlkt3fL11.GE.JAC.IN • IJII)G0 TO 165
h:.P n NSIL1




I 1^IPISTtNA1111.CT.CIJIIGC TO 195
JCA,E •J-1



























































301 190 FORM AT( 1X912X91491SIvA4,1SX.F8..S924X,A4.27Xrl2I
3C2 GC TO 205
303 19! IFIKRAD.E0,11 GC TC 201
(	 304 IT.KRAr- 1
3C5 IF(CCA03.kC.l) GC TC S002
306 Do 20C J n191T
307 IF(0IST4NAf11).LE.C(J))GC TO 20,
308 JSLi-J*l
307 If101ST(NAflll•6T.C(Ji1J111G0 TO 200
(	 310 WRITEf491lOIMAf119YIfAll it, 01STINA(i)1•ISTD(NBlIf1.J
311 GG TO 205
312 200 CONTINUE
(	 313 201 WR1TE(691901NA4I),VINAI1119CIST(NA(11191STD(NP(111,KRI.f)
314 SOC2 GARS(K4) nSLAKK
315 205 CC 210 J*2,IFOIST
316 IF(JAODINO(J)1.EC.JA0O(NB111).ANC.I.E0.INC) CARB(KM)*AST-P
317 21C TF(JADD(N&(JI).EG.JAOD(Nbfl)))	 wRITEf6,211)IST')fhP1JI)
318 IFII•EQ.IDECI SAVC(KM)-(JADD1N811)F*1001/KMI•I
31S IF(1.EO.I DEC 1	 SA WEIKMI-ISTClNB(111
22C 211 FORMAT (IX,9OX ►A41
321 CC 215 J-191FOIST
32Z IF(V(NA(I)).NE.ISTC(J1) 	 GC	 TC 215
323 PAT.J
324 GC TC 220
325 i2C 1F(I.LE.KPIN)	 JA811,MAT,MAN1-JAN(19KAT.''ANI*1
320 215 CONTlrVjE
:Lw ULATICN CF KESLLTS FCR SUMMARY
327 n0 225 J-I,KRAD
329 IF(OISTfNAII1I.GT.C(KRAD)IGO TO 240
329 fr(DIST(NAtIII	 GI.r1J1I	 GC TC 225
(	 33C IF(UI5f(NA(I*I11.LF.CIJ))	 GO	 TO	 240
931 'IAE(JJ'IAT9PIN1-M/8(J9PAT,MAN)+i
232 "AP *i
(	 3?3 GU TO 230
334 725 ^CNT INUE
335 24C IF( M0.P.:;E.KRAD)GC	 TC 240
(	 336 ^'l55= »'*1
337 UL	 233	 J=PISS.KAV:










246 245 CCNT TNL'E
C c;ir,	 '^AIN LOOP FOR Ff, TICLLAR	 UKKAGMA
C ?EClh 5UPPARY CUTPUT
?47 ^PLC=M+l
348 Na ITE( 6,5111
34S CC	 1009	 I= ► ,;C,MA
?5C IZZ-I-M
351 wk1TE1o.512)(VP11,J),J-1,31 rG4RR4I1sSAV')F4111).SAVt;fl!11
352 IF(ICP.	 9.11	 WRITE( 7,5121(VP(I,J),J=L,t19:iAk 4(I),	 PYn'(!I.i.v'(1)
353 ICC4 CCNTINUE
354 S11 FGRMAT(IHI.34111-*Ir'O L	 T P	 L T'.b541H*))
355 5146 FCRMATf5A3,3A4,2X,A1 ►A493X,161





361 255 FOk'<AT(1X,IIX,3HK- 	 .121
362 r^	 2 74	 J=192091')
?f3 MIF=J+q




36E 265 FCRkATILX.IIX,120H***!!*f*!****.**!****s..s**itla*t**• ♦ aa..<X .:.:t•
?► • y i*R• a4 sxa *♦***fR•**^!!!!*•! ►!***!lC. to 1.1 i•+!**a*ln..^-. •!.!«..
364 CU 272	 IV=19IFDIST
37C 272 i.KITE(6,21311STO(IVI,(JAPII.IV,LI9L-J9RTF1
371 277 Fr-R'49T(IX.13X9A4,211910-*,2X,1C(l3,6X1)
372 IF(IFDIST.5C.4if)GC TO 275
373 274 fUNTINUE
374 275 LL%T 1N'IE
375 IFIKIT.°.C.CIGC	 TC	 2881




38C 284 FCFAfT(1X,ITX,zrC(,!?.3H1- 	 .F9.S1





386 CL :85	 IV•l,IFDIST
?R7 28', wF,,TElb,27?)15TDIIVIrIrA81I,IV,LI.L-J,"Iol
398 1FfIFCIST.EJ.MIPIGJ TO 288
?8 4; 2E7 CCKTINLE
35C 288 CONTINUE
391 2461	 WFITE16,2991




345 2ti0 FOR14AT(1X,IlX,5H1NDEX,ICX,IBHPERCENTAGE CORRECT911
366 CC 295	 I n1,A
?Si 295 WRlTc16,30CII.FAgt11
390 300 FC"iT(IX,iCX913r17A,Ft.21
kETLRN TO BEGINAING FCR NEXT PASS





Pages Cl, C2 and C3 show the input data as printed out during
execution. Also on C3 is the space matrix (in this case an identity
matrix) and a listing of the integer control constants.
Pages C4, C5 and C6 are samples of the output for individual
unknowns. Of interest is the category of known column (showing.
the successive "votes") and the cumulative category of unknown
column which shows the resulting decision at each step of the voting
process. On page C6, the output for sample 140 shows four sandstone
votes and two conglomerate votes with the resulting correct sandstone
decision. Sample 142 has three sandstone and three conglomerate
votes and the result is an indeterminate answer.
Page C7 consists of the summary output comparing the correct




























f	 24 • C G
25 • SG
it • C6





32 • CC1	 ?3 • CG
34 • C r,
3S • f 
1	 36 • CC
17 • :G
3P r CG
1	 39 • CG
40 • SS
41 • SS




46 • SS41 • SS





53 • SSS4 • SS
55 * s5
C1.
• 2.15000 • 1.4102^ • 0.49360 • -0.37980 * -1.13E?L
	
-1.07910 • -0.33810 • -0.29631 • -'0167' •
• 1.108C • 1.35180 * (1.40710 * -0.32380 • -1.21820 • -0.97231 •
-% 0#54w • -0.2331.1 • _r. 141-^
• 2.2S06C • 1.38;60 • 0.49F01 * -0.31810 • -1.05840 * -1OW570 • -0.4566., • -„•5 024 • _4.1561' •• 2.13210 * 1.5 n 55C * 0.49171 • - 9.17430 • -1.14570 • - (1. 9208n • -0.535L1. • -0•341 g 1 n {..5101 1 . w





2121^1. 36E6C • 0.4342C • 
-0.30950 • -1.95910 • -0.93730 • ^ 1 . y SB5U • -04 406 1 1 • -^.2611 4 r
• 2.42431 * 1.36550 • n.3o;nn • 
-0.15440 • -1.08 046 • -0.0115111 • -0 * 5459(1 • -Y0. 3 1316 n • -^.2119^
• 1.97996 • 1.52636 • 0.577 1 0 • -0.491411 • -1.09064 • -0.904 111 • -0.5[35. • -u.3466r • 1	 er •• 2.1109C • 1.38150 * 0.60291 • - 1).3474n • -1.2729(1
 • -1.001 1111 * -C.5492J • -0.346nr1 • -0^i930,r. r
• 2.3396C n 1.44040 • 0.56040 • -0,28871 * -1.02810 • -1.07?41 • -0057J4U • -v.S1440 * ^.n44rn •
• 2.30CLO • 1.21S80 * 0.52251 + -J. 38730 • -1.08030 • -0.8056(!
 • -0.34640 * -N.j33P^ • - r .16o^ r •
• 2.2620r • 1.25950 * n.47811 •
-n. '4562n * -1.13500 • -0.867811 • -%6S46i • -0.42430 • - r .7 7,nr r2.1`2 SC : 1.39390 * O.Sn76n t - 11.247711 • -1.267811 • -1.111940 • -n
.4Ab4U • -0.36 9111 * -11.7'1 11;(. •2.1 4 12r	 1.4053( • 0.4141^ + -^.174&1 • -i.1P570 * -1.OP951 
• 
-^.>nac0 * -0.1 04^^ • = 1 .1417 1 •
• 2.561 2C * 1.5096(1 t n.4 F461 . -n. 41951 - -1.2C8 d0 * -0. 0 3321 • - 1
-4736v • -013f641 - - • . ?411 C^ •• 2 * ?(' SC *	 1.4279C • 0.61 7 ^3 * -0.23990 • - 1.3t'+PO • -1.)2940 • -1.52310 • -j.^46'1 • -'.19•,7'
• 211t69f • 1.3245C • ^.Sr?^^ * _0.43550 • -1. 1A. 70 • -n. 8601'1 • -1.5340!• • -J.3 g lp11 • -.n,^I'•
• ?•241)5C • 1.36120 • 0 .2( A71) • -').6S88n • -1.38650 • -1.963Sn • - n
.3t15G • U. 13 i nn	 •.19n,r• 2. 1.357[ •
	 1.?2C3 n s (,.C1 r;S_1 • - 11
.476[0 * -1.12S80 • -0.8223n • - 1
.17d9J * -0.124 11 • ...., 3 ,r-0 1.6135('• • I-V)In1 ,
 • (142^210 • -1.210511 • -1.26829 - -•'+.55590 * _ n.^) 54, - , . 4.3' 06^ • ^.1013,
• 2•'J135C * 1.C447 n
 * '1.334111 - -1
.5515 11 - -1.047A0 • -1.1451 40 n -n.4Ebv4. • w.bal^0 • •..3461! ►
• 2.3r m Pr • 1.115711 • 0.3 1 7 . 1 * -3.854511 • -1.464n0 • -1. 9 ;1 •8 6	 -1.:55:. • -6..1 1 415?^ s 1 7461;' .• ).7ig2r •	 )..3285^ ♦ 0.1 nn4-*1 •	 5Ag- .
	
0 •	 '
• 2.50784 n 	 1-?u100 •	 -	 111	
-1.25970 : - n. 834nO * -^.3796u • C1.3 rgon « 4 .1 5 171 r0.696~'	 -0,7 50 • -'[95640
	 -6'•83410
	 - •3t9du • 0.00479 • ^.S9!1t^ •
• 2.2=27, • 1.47140 r 1.r5"J	 t 
-0.91060 • -1. 523 Ft t+ • -0.83S711 • - 1
.14126 • -U.US970 • r .4 13)46" r
• 2.C785' - 1.22710 • ^.4'44'1 • - 1
.61720 • -1.15944 1 r 
-n•98361 * - n. G5Ua. • J.1 Tl c1) . n. 1)3, 61 r
* 2.32r6C - 1.12C40 • C. 44u40 • - 1 . 57U7f1
 • -1116114 • -1.126 nn • -n .13L4v • G.[• ar i • •1. 5 , 7 , 4 w
• 2.3047C 4 1.32960 • ?'.?(16?1 • - 1.5628n * -1.26780 • - 1).863 7 '1 • -9.15400 •
	 ).129 o1 • • .5201' •
• 1.7;17[ * 1.W-11, • 1).109911 * -'. 1,516n * -1.94410 * -0.916~^ * -1.55y 6v • -U•2104a	 r.4aaar s
• 2.2P35C • 1.221Ar • '). 1 715^ • - .91890 ^ -1.15931 • -1.9d271 • - 11 .46~.1,, • 0.5'?'j1•3
	
(.n41A'• •
• 2.16; It; • 1. 11 5250 • n. 330 S r!
 - -'.67)9n + -1.3Cr190 n 
-1.01120 • -O.L79'rU • -t,.14;711 • 4.6441:'
• 2.1?71C • !.•21820 • ).3795C . - 1. 6F71 A • -1.07720 - -1.1302 11 • 1. 12.:,y • (J• 0bh1^ *	 •rg46F 1 •
• 20554„ • 1.23220 • 0.151 9 11 • - _. P574n
	
-1.14430 • -1.0181
.1 • -1..,» JL • u.4367' * ^.11964' •
• 2.431111 n 1.21854) • 1.4 1 S- 1 * _„9, 24n , -1.^7 x 90 • -0.67960 ! - n. 17413(1 • 3.1S93 n • .O gg f • •
* 2.4711C +	 1. 17C6 . 1 • 0-C"51 • - -). 9, P •n • -1.1:550 • -1.032 n'	 U.Z?•"? • ...192F' r
• 2.415~!: * 10 7 210 • 0.314?- * -).41146., * -1. ^7994 • -1.(14540 • -u.•	 q fir. • n.
• 2.14421 • 1•f:521n • 0.1(.65'1 - -',.74564 +
 -1.21376~" -n.9 gg9n *	 15dbU	 0.1 6	 4254^ •
• 7.4?');; *	 1.C3C5J * (. 3274 r w	 n . -1.04 1 311 •
- 1 . 114 81" -1•
.11[7(1 • 0. 24 4 7, • 1 . 1 159') •
- 4. 7 0 4
	
. -11 . .L
	 • 0.21 . 17 1 • 1 .1114_ •
• 2.42 1 9--' • 1.1279 n r 4).23951 •- 1
.7564') + -1.14400 - - 9. 71270 - -^.454jU - -u.U P ' 9N •	 •.7d. 4,
• 2.9S1 3L * C. 54640 • C.016511 r _ •1
.59050 • -1.08290 - -n. 722nd • - 9 * 1 t12v * -J.4)2on 1 •	 . join- •
• 2.7317f • C•94t5O * -0.035)0 + -0.3 4 201 n -1.36 1 76 • -0.84 04n * -41 .375^ ' • -J.•„76'1 • r.? 0 32' •
• 3.1272'.' * 1.96521 • 0.71 0 7 11 r _ 1,61720 - -1.2 C 120 • -4.945411 • - 1.5015( * -0.:71;41 • NO15n1,
• 3.1.6P i(.
 • 4"7500 • 4,.;531. • - .a2('7n • -1.0917') • -0.841 4n • -9.42),E * -0.11 46 1 • ^.17'4 1 11 0
• 2.9659; • 1. •.8300
	 0!3ar • - ). 7 1 .49 * -1.OF1 0 7CI
 - -^.7837^ • -1.4_[34 • -(1.01119 4 • '.?1194'•
• 2.7^176 • 1.1678') • -^.147 4,1 s - - 1. 75P.)n * -1.12211 11 r -1* o092n * -1.2:65: + -15.12 0 81 * '.( 6 12 1 *
• 3.27000 • 1.r573'1 • - ^551; * - ,1. 97b6P - -1.23250 • -n.721cn	 '.1.414•
• 3.1116 44,, ►
 1.»741; • :'. 1 366 1 • -). 61.,1 11 * -1.15 1 130 • -^.96571 * -^.5[161, • • -u.,,, .Q • 1`.35'1 7 •
• 3*13EU • 1.CZS71 • :?.17 0.4A' 1
 * -'J.6J26(N
 - -1.34310 * -1.7942n r - 3 .2:4bv • -U* 12t6^ - 1.2757r
• 2.1102C * C.8562C • - 0.^,(364 * -1.6164 1
 * -;.99930 • - n - 7 754n * -3.Zc/3u • J.1 ?P4'+ * 1 .5254^ •
• 2.7C940 * ^. 2 545) • -I. •)9 g 2'1 ♦ -
 6t: 6U-.1 • -1.1 ? 1 60 •






  -1•"'221 s -).54180 • -1.06740 • -0.94-O n * - n.4.J3u • -0.2 4 5 1 ) •	 .51? 2n s
• 3•J 31 c;, * I.C , ^3C * C. (7602'	 -C2' *	 .'54,170 ` -1.LI788 - -".8313" 4 - 1
.3700 14 • -'.,,3 2 111 -	 .20.791 a
• 21931 ('^. * 1. C3690 * -0 - f1 32 8 ,1 * -0. M 1 AAh • -1.26070 * -0.771 111 - - n•3c62G n -U.. 7 g1 3 ♦ n.231?1 •
• 2.9147C * 1.C3710 * -0.153 4.0 * -J.o2350 - -1.1064(.1 • - 11.88 1an * -0.57a2, • -9.3 121" • '.3117' •
• 2.7L1In • 1.17190 • 0.151 011 * - J. 71 van - -1.1372C • - r .881 0n w _ 11
..,[311 • -1)•1461" r -1 . 11 494- •
S6 • SS •' 2.55!1: • 1.Ob 130 * -!.1P11C * - .7467:) -
-1.23700 • -n.751511 *
-d•b CN I(1 -' v. 2473^ • ^*CE4r^57 • SS • ?.:5 0 2.	 • 1.^.9730	 t 0.16131 *
- .74@110 *
-0.97920 * -4.79/ 0 11 *
-1.:6196 •
-:•	 • 2 .1'4111	 •5d * SS • ?.)5P7L * 1. 1 57ou	 - -1.337A) • -1.8234 . 1	
- -1.14350	 • - ft • 747,%n • n- .^734r • ;• I?.' 1 5
1
1 * 1. 31 113'
	
•S9 • SS • L. 7764C - 1. 04641 • 0.117911 • -11.5362" *
-1. I1970 * -0. 8232 n * -0.4937, • v.0?1M • r. 15S)^	 •60 * bS • 1.J7o1^• * 1.177JO * -0.11 13 5^ * -'1.722?n	 • -1.2(310 • -r. 74521 • -^. 27970 • v•2Ctrn	 r .'+.43031	 •61	 * SS • 2.9ES1C • C. 95210 • -0.(14'46'1	 • -^.7rP6 1,
	
•
-1.8416 1 • - '!.2• (1.07 1111 • (1.3(11'162 • SH • 7.358',L
	
• 1.12-_1J • V. 5643 C
 * •	 A - 61	 •r	 1	 3
-,•2'96C	 •
- _.9_	 7C * -1.1043 11 * -1 .bTab'i	 *
bw
-^;.40 40.;	 • -'.• 5 925 - 	•63 • S H 7	 6942! , 	•• 1.	 1731 .-1 * . * 617 YI * "• 1995`1	 * - 11 .9 0 1711 • - ,-96 2"1 •
-1.13C39i, * -u• 7111 r. . - 1 i 737P^ •
64 • SH • 2.27C9r • 1.33@30 * 1.684 2 11 • u* 0842 11 • -1.18750 • -n.dgo7n • - 1).0429,
	 * -v. 57 4 '• 7 * -^.6415-. 	•05 • SH • ?.2:! S(.
	 • 1. 25140 r . .6agc? « .11241 • -`•98 1 9	 s0 ..,.	 1177n	 •7' _n.	 •6296, n ,	 •-c.s 6 n _ .	 ,	 ,	 r'	 6	 A-66 • SH • '•b741 r,	 * , {	 •1.1.5+	 ;_1 n •556',^ * - . ;6',tin • - 1 .9148' * •.11.93??n	 •
-1.. 7S381'


















♦ 2.	 C s3019
1.15590 t
1.24320 • ^..40340 • J. 21380 • -4).93070 • -0.97P2r • -0.7 ,,91, • -0.66070 • -0.12 g8f- •
3 • SH • 2.4376C t 1•'_'160	 •
O.h O42r• • ^. 116580 + -.96?00 : -0.94520 n 
-0.72624 • -0.51670 • -M. 669P0 +
++	 r
0 5PI61 n -0.18130
	 -1 .97_20•
	 -0.92700	 s - !).9425.
	 • -v•5P53 1)	 • - • '.3 got A •5 •
	 SH • 1.6454. • L; °51•. ! 11.1
l•4S56n • %I41nn ♦ _ 1 ,9:`1'1
 • -1.97430 • -( b Ad..
 
w	
-U.Sb341 r	 _ x,
.512?(' •





	 • -!1 .739`, n 
-1,.696,0 • -C.4.t62Q
7 • SH • 2.2949, • 1.31550 •
0.57US1
,). o936 n s 3.J4340 • -J.8666(, n -0.94591 s -0.7794, •	 7v)n •^.2!'360	 • -n.91740 •B • SH • 2.3725C • 1.10709 • 0.63260 • -0.93410 • -C.O4e.7L • -v6S1n0 n -n.62S2n •0.0633n	
-0.97530 • -0.93170 n
v	 •	 S1- • 1.33odL
	 • 1•^9121
	 • 0.6471 -0.6:7'(	 • -U•6n21 1)	 • _r.4ag 2r 	 •J. 12650 • -U. 79220 r -1. 10781 • -0.67920 s10 •	 SH • 2.4E64C • .112281, • n	 640
• 




2.40560 • 1.26470 s 0. 633 C 1 • 3. 16 540 •	 - ). 7P41 P • -0.98,780
	 •
	 -fl - 6 404C,	 • -G+55160	 • -1.00 43''	 •





0.52911 • 0.14680 • -0,67770 • - 1
.92S60 • -no 5o99(• • -J.530n( + s	 --f. .6a6 .;u	 s
14 • $H • 2.SJ81C • c1.41.20 •
1.5744J •	 4660 • -
.84190• • - 1.10840 • -0.70680 • -0.656 81 • .. n.}447'0 •n	 -U. 0	 '10.64 ^ b	 •	 J. 1 7210 • -1.96550 • -0.95190 •15 • 	SH • Z.32233 • 1.22247 • -0-T25b6	 • -v•4251.^.	 +	 -x .7975;,	 •n .5 114"7
	
•	 - ).,)44()r•
	 .	 )	 _	 _
I C
,
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	 • -O.PR959 • - n.2t55( • -U. . 1,1;7^	
-
0.47 12 ^129 • SS • 2.7955( At C.9245n +	 O.03 5 8C - -0.57580 -
-1.04640 * -0.84310 *
-..2315n • x.1.47 •, •130 s SS • 2,9661C • 1.18550 •	 0.07680 •
-0.65590 •







2.7733C At 1.04970 • -0.00130 •
-0.5929n *
-1.23240 • -0.954 ,1 ^ • -0.bi93u +
-U.1137n •
..31431:132 SS 1.9644C • 1.C9210 •	 0.00859 t -0.67890 n
-1.06480 *
-0.8159n • --1 . 1757v
	 • -0.02179 • r .2 = 47, •133 • SS • 2.76250 ♦ 1.00240 • -0.09"7^ • -n.7542n At






2.BC07C • 1.1287C • -).0416 .; * -3.,)3350 *
-1.06160 * -O.74S6 r1 • -`.%09,0 -
-U.0951J • !'.244?.7.629SG • r. 9U 710 *	 0,06050 * - J. 7699- • -1.0474C * - 0.76451 •	 - 1 .467, 1 ,	 . u.L. 6 7 P n 	 • f.25=°"136 . SS * 2.53:20 * 0.98430 • -0.00n90 • -1.68260 *
-1.23250	 • -1.718^ 1 • - n .)7Z5U • 0.0763 0 n 1 ,3179^ •
1
137	 • SS • 2. 67 1,40 At 1.19910 • -n. 14n30 *
-0.73190 n -1.1673n -
-O. R 6 0 71 * -41.4 i30v n -0.1257 1 • '.4949,138 ♦ SS • 3,1020C t 1.C3590 • -4.02450 s
-1.608nn •
-1.25460 - -r. 941 380 r
- .^t 8ev • .1264' •139 s to
• ^	 ••70 CC 1.03960 •	 n.	 wSn tll -0.49800 a
-1.11700 • -^,	 r^76R •	 n
-	 •ttTS^ •
-U.1n 1 FO •
-4.14190 • 1,t9 1 F^ r14n + GS • 2.5556( * 1.1CS7C •	 r0.0322 . 1 - 0.65850 • -1.05510 ► -O. o62 ♦1 • -^.3o95u	 + -., • u(qr •+	 • '.17!r.f w




-6.(116^ no7r +142 + SS • 2.3S62C * l. r OS30 • -0.04439 r -1.66154	 w
-1.2057U
-
-0.02459 • _r.^cu o^•
	 • 0.1




2.69040 + 1..270(' • -0.	 4590 *2 _ .. 04 67'1 : -1.2643. (`. 7272 0 +	
_n. ^ •o [^^
	 • -u •141 4 ^	 •
'.40 7 1r
.25 71. .SS .8491.)
	 • I.J0Son * -0.02nnn s
-1,667A 1 .
-1.077n(.	 • -n,n8791 •	 •-1•^S^w 1	 n .u•U3	 1 1,401.; .145	 A, is
5 i
► •6h6P.0 • 1•=5t 3r • -4.14461 • -9,59570 •
-1.17210	 * _1.e 5o0., •	
-0.^94 ,^ c	 • -U.c[669.^	 • ', 173 .1146 * s
•
2.8226. * C,S4t10 s -1..1529 • _^.],]	 r	 -05. -1. 1C 160 ► - ••89751 • -Q%4 ­ew. • J.^1 77n r r.329 a, *147 • S, ?•0149(1 * 0. 0696,) • -0.1544'1 	* -^.639no
-I	 IP55( • 	 -,%,111641 a _ 1) •y Cd.v , -J•1'. 72 •^ a n. 26 ern e(4R • SS • ?, -;
	 • C. 97450 +	 O.Ci	 * -0.7585` •
-1.01190	 • -n, nj° 7r• r	 -, • ^o14
-
	 ♦ ..1062^	 . (.7274- w
: 40	 *
•
SS • 2. • 1 020	 At 0.99770 • - 0 .1.3	 • -^1, 5x7471	 + - 1.9 9 99( • -9. N25 SJ - -	 ►1 •^ M7.^ _	 • 31	 ah:•.	 ! s.'.174-',.. tlen SS • 3.CS3EC * C.S507C •	 0.028 PO s -0.5153n •
-1.19790 •
- 1)	 96 t °`
-`.4345(
	 • -v.b?45) • ^.112"1.1	 • SS • 2,92410
	 * C.5779C + -9.14220 + -U. 77 1 0(1	 • -1.21 730 - -0.7577 0 • -0 ,3790.	 n 0.115 = '	 + ^.3'• •c15? •
•
SS • 2.81950
	 At 1.1645C •	 n.1014^ • -0.5462'
	 * -1.1147!1	 w -x,94941 • -•1• yc^aU
 •
_0.0 9 971 x,2,74^ .153 SS + 2.5 •.16[ • C. 9261:, * -0.025S1 n -7.6 1, 28 n
	-
-1.2513(,	 • -A.7R ?nn • -1.491o.
	 - -U. U5260 . r.epgtl .154	 • SS + 2.83940 • 1.11450 * -J.`5n°1 * -^,63 1 1n a -1.27130 . n7A,14(' •	 n- 
.34 ,•00
	 - -:, .. A RO '	 s ^.1 177 • •155 • SS * 2. T3300 A, 1.03651 ; -0.1no 5^r ,.57110	 •
-1.0'(93( • 	 n - . Q2R?-^,.92,1 7 1 • - i1.5LJ^L • U•.' 2 RO . ^. 3693 1 ♦( 15.	 ♦ iSi 2.74770 . 1.11#'.0 U. CC'1
	
• -
,.6361" - -1.23130 * -1.79 .4 1 •	 -9,j 1A U.,	 • -u.^o4^'^	 • '. 1 a A l, •1;7	 • 53 • 3.1495. t 1.1414() • -1 .)5690 * - r ,6.14nn -
-1.34530 • Q1 90, •	
-'.3co4•, •
-0•, 57 27	 • '.3114; •15?	 • SS n 2.6ErrL • 1'.52341 -	 J•_1?3n 1i	 * - 1 .46720 • -1.1054n - -9.961°n • - n .t,'hvu + -u•2i19 r	* -,;.rg 1 r ^ •C 159 t 'S • 2,7x2{ r l.C1E60 *	 '.12 11 7 * - .7.67500 * -1.919.^ -0.9337•, • -^•Jt vd.. -u .( 5 47' . 	 r cr .592', s160 s SS + 3.0e4ht1	 • 0.774241 * -0.1376 0 At -;.1944!1	 •
-C.9271^ •	 -7.4774.,	 • -,}.,727'+	 r n,=a2rr
161 • SS • 2.90381:	 At 1.CB130 •	 0.07690 + -n .5516n •
-1.165,0	 a _1.915S•1 • -9., 5d'J • -u. it 9 , L .	* 1. 1. 6421 +( 162 * SS * 1.12540 • (1 .96250 • -0.09759 *
-J. 41620 *
-1.18230 * -0.7976^ •	
-n.3oot.	 * 0.c 1 1h"	 • ^.2537^ r163 * S5 * (.9747L * 1.00900 +	 ••0.0431 1)
	 • -1.53170 •
-1.13760 * -n.86-;6n * -n.	 s6.7w
- 1).l° 97.1 • .1o3r n1 44	 . 55 • i.0746C * 1. C'7C *	 -0..,162J • -1.45890 •
-1.12050 + -10313^ •	 -0.34SIL
	 • -0.97997	 • • ,2`t =, •
' 1r5	 • 55 * 2.68199.	 r r•.S6350 •	 0.15151	 * -C. 9 1' c 50 x -1. 3516'l * -;.79°'7 •	 --I.774cu
	 ♦ , , •1 1 4 0 ,	 • ^q 75 , ,166	 r cc * 3.(1568r * 1.C39`0 • -n.n305n - - 11 .o534r-• 	 -1.1655'0
	 • -3.79,,1 •	 -^. ,,472.,	 • 0•, `:2 61 r ^. 2 n47r. -167	 + SS • 3.0858C * 1•C3930 At	 0.14160 - -J. 5232n « -1.15960 - -1.76 0 /•0 •	 -	 , ••60 Jt	 • -J.01 ?L " s n, 25510 a108	 • SS • 2.9t91Z + 0.98097 + - .1.n979n * - 1 .4696n	 * - 1. •34770
	 • - 9,7875 . 1 t2s.	 • -J. 4' • 47''	 • ,2134(1 *
l6 c • SS • 3.1 4 33f • C.97C7r) • -0,95431 * -	 1	 r•. 41PM 1c
-l._	 450 x _n, to 4141 • Y•66n ► 0745'' •17(`	 * SS • '.n350C
	 • ..9614^ *	 P. 7x25?^	 - - ^.4954 n -1. 4O41 1 -q. 8g041 •	 -'_1 . • 194:	 - --,.2"71^	 • °.?`15 1 r( 171	 • SS • ?• 0 4510 • 1.`1150 •	 1.077 2,1	 • _ ,• ,5R96n	 - -i.JE551	 « -0.72 0 7 n r -0. 5[9 u. a	 4r,U• v - 7 1.2771'1 7 2 * SE * 3.C546C * 1.05E00 • -0.18521 - -n. 511.6 0	• -1.02R8n • -n .73OR r. r _1.2SJ6, - -U.u4- • ^ • n.("31F- •1T3 • SS At 2.ut4 ,7C.	 * 1•^9240 + -0.C296^ *
.•-	 5277` • -1.JS6Rx • -0.779^ , * _ ^..4117. . -; .^_'^ 1 61	 r .t o65' •
t 174 • SS + 3.1676; • 1.`)070 •	 0.0131 11 	• -1.5359 1 • -1.05270 • -1.9653', •	 -';..,Syi,	 • -1.,3110 • .rr3121 •175	 + SS t 2.8i45C • 1.C817C •	 0.16JS^ • -0.5177!1 • - 1,.05750
	 - -1.76 6n1 * -1 .377:,v
	
r -" .ioyc.l	 • .	 Sq=.
J
176 + 5:
	 • 3.1?410 At 1.95940 • -1.07.7 1 1
 * -1'.5A810 • -1.13190 • -^.86 26'1 • - . ^4,.•-(, j e' •	 •177 • SS
	 + ?.CE74C n 	 1•^--3170 + 0.0.1 4,` + -,. 67.1911 + -c.o4A11 ( • • -n .6 o 17 n
 • -`.3S53v • -U•19 1cn •	 .r 1 34c^ *
178 * SS	 ♦ 3.f944C • 1.^-9700 * ^.2271; • - .523 • ^ • -1. 043 cr + -1.86529 - -1.4c .1o. • -U•C197^ • r . 10 1 k- •179 • SS	 • 2.56737 * 1. 110 24 0 * -U, 11 5 0R, * -^1.4532n • -1.01560 • -0,7965^ - - 1.4574 - -0.1 793" - 1 .1. 14x^ t
SPAU • ATRIK-- S eV 9
•+t•.aa••i• ♦at•• ♦
INi)EK ., ? 3 4 F 7 y c
••*•a•1*•r••t+••♦•rt•t • ♦+r++t•a*tr *M••*ttfNfa•Nt•*f.tt*+ ► •t••x+r•a+rr•r♦•• a•rw,.• ►M .• ► -t+♦+••• t•'• b •r t,r1*•t.- 114-••4•
1 1.:-JCCJ - C.CO^^n r P.WDau • 1 .00001' • 17,nrnryn * ,!.;10101
	 • `.nn ,119 J•uJUuJ • 9•^1^:O2 C. 0 •J
 ^CC * 1.Cr^CC s C•COCJC * I. J`) 	 * 1. " ^411 * 1.01)41g • n.11n n 1	 . ^.^•„•..,	 . -,..,1):,n	 .3 1.	 1,	 - .,





s ;. r ,^941 .5 .O::x	 )o	 + (1 .011n0()	 • .000no a , 1. O r r Cc i.03mac * O. JG"n, • P. Intl" . J.U^1tC	 * n.nrr nn +6 ^. O 110.9 At 0.00n"A • 1 . 1 0^^O	 • 0001( n1 • U.ru.,non	 * On•)0.1
	 + ^. In-In" • J.
	 J • rJ • 1.r^•	 r	 J^	 •7 J.n000O • C. CoOr.0 t C. COCC: • ^.•rOnOr • 0.000`0 • :1. 09^ nn ♦ ].jinn-)	 • 11. J7JJL * td ..	 1('^)	 • 1.00`.1 •
- .Cno)C	 * `.Vocc • C.^)n r)n s ;,nn`n0 1.;`n n • • 'I..nn	 s9 :'. i 1 CC,;	 - U.Cr^^n * C. 00()() V
	 • ,,, 10')nn	 • 0.000 10 • 0, .00. 104	 * n.^.O^ 1' 1 	* J.uJJU , * t•^ 1 	 ^r w
•+tt ♦••...••.•..•.+.
-•••t.••••tr•r• *r awln .**+FNO INPUT- • E`II)	 INPUT**FN` INPUT- a**-**-••*•a **a.......s*a•ar n ra. •rrar••..•...•...•a1
•*•-••.•.•.at•.,..r r+.•••r1111 ♦+•rrtrr••ar. n s*t* ♦+t•rtwt• PASS 1 ntnnnra n tt**t* nr•rta••+*•rr•at a► *+* ► .:*t nn....... •••tn :•s •*•.*..
I%IE3CA CCNSTANTS
••ttt•a.rt•a•trty
6C• CF KI^CWKK -Y=
	 66	 NO. OF UNKNOWNS-N=
	 175	 NC. O F 11-4t6S1UNS-IP .	9
'41.11• PTS. TESTEC • K ,1IK=	 6	 NO. O F
 RAC11 TESTEO-KRF9-
	 0	 NO. OF SAT=CLaI=S=IFUIST=
	
a
CISTRIPLTI n `1 SV+1,ECL5-ST7)(II
	
WHER E
 1 - 1 UNTIL	 3














1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 a	 9
2.3t:19r • 1.19SSG • C.4834n t 0.20380 • -0.93070 • -0.97820 t 
-0.79910 • -0.66070 • -11.32680 •
INCE% OF CATEGORY DISTANCE TO CUMULATIVE CATEGORY
KNCWN CF KNOWN UNKNOWN OF UNKNOWN
t2 SH 0.14083 SH
65 SH 0.16802 SH
64 SH 0.22939 SH
C-6 SH 0.31299 SH
6 1 SH 0.36409 SH
7 SH 0.38363 SH














1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 8	 S
2./474i' + 1.24320 • C.EE42C ♦ C.165EC • -0•So709 • -0.9452( • -0.72.620 • -0.51670 ♦ -0.66980
t	 INCE% nF	 CATEGORY	 DISTANCE TO
	 CUMULATIVE CATEGORY
KHCWA	 CF KNCWN	 UNKN-`wN	 OF UNKNOWN
E5	 SH	 0.72612	 SH
64	 SH	 .^t 216	 SH
C-2 
	 SH	 C .IU 58 q 	 SH
4	 SH	 3.33967	 SH
hi	 Sh	 0.34696
	 SH












K(	 31	 WITH DIM°e510NS
ICENTIFI:ITICN...
J	 SF7 5L1 	 SF
f1•.•i.. ♦•♦• a..ii
1	 i 3	 4 5	 6	 7 8	 C
2.4:760	 •	 1.331tO	 s T.SE18C
-C.9722C • -0027C( 	 • -n.64250 • -0.58530 • -0.3pt6?
1N•:E K 	 CF t : tTEGnRY CISTANCE TO CUMULATIVE CA T EGORY 06C1('S
Kr!;_6M L:F	 KNCWN UNKNOWN OF nNKNnwN fIF	 KNOWN
7 SH 0.13517 SH 1
12 SH 0.15751 SH 1
3 SH (1.16142 SH
66 SH C.1t472 SH 1
6 SH 11.17605 SH 1
t4 SH C._ 1783 SH 1






1	 i 3	 4 5	 6	 7 8	 9
2.i9tSt	 ♦ 	 1.2+55:	 • 4.495tw •	 :.1410^ • -0.82910 • -0.9743C • -0.01830 • -0.58340 • -9.51230 •
TNUtK LF CATEGORY CISTANCE TO CUMULATIVE CATEGORY PAOIUS INDEW
KNCWN (IF	 K1,0WN LNKNDWN OF UNKNOWN DF KN'IWN
66 SH 0.11116 SH 1
63 SH 0.12537 SH 1
67 SH 0.1345! SH 1
E4 SH 0.22097 SH 1
t5 SH C.2?056 SH l











1	 2	 3	 4	 S	 6	 7	 9	 9
2.C6310 s 1.16940 i 0*01400 i 34.1.010 i -1.44340 i -0.02490 . 0.00210 s 0.39610 • 0.51140 s
INDEX OF CATEGORY DISTANCE TO CUMULATIVE CATEGORY RADIUS INnFX
KACWA OF KNOWN UNKNOWN OF UNKkOWN OF K49WN
33 CG 0.45669 CG 7
19 CG 0.46664 CG 1
25 CG 0.47144 CG 1
37 CG 0.47894 CG 1
22 CG 0.51593 CG I
28 CG 0.58037 CG I
srr•r.^rr•srr•rrrr•srsrs.•.ss•♦•h•rrr.rs•\..\srr►OUTVUTrsOUTPUTRSOUTVUTssisrsrsas.r..•sr•sr•sss•rrassr•rsss•«•••uas.rs•rs•«\••
r\\♦.• .ssrri srr!•R





1	 2 3	 4 S	 6	 7 8	 9
2.00770 .	 1.26470 s O.1C67C s -1.00800 s -1.14110 s -0.7C920 s -0612710 s 0.06951 •	 0.40390 •
INCEX	 CF CRTEGCRY CISTANCE TO CUMULATIVE CATF.GURY R!'OIl'S
	
tnnFX
KNOWN CF KNCWN UNKNOWN (IF UNKNOWN OF	 K43W4
19 CG 0.12764 fir, 1
25 CG 0.32138 rG 1.
34 CG 0.32413 f.G 1
27 CG (1.32664 CG I
2E CG 0.36170 rG 1
33 CG (1.42418 CG 1








1	 2 3	 4	 5 6	 7 8	 9
2.37(11
	
•	 1.36!SO s ;.C179'U • -1. ^I820 r -1.1185) r -0.7667(	 !	 0.05833 s (1 .2275n .	 0.58681 s
INr.Ex nF CATEGORY CISTANrF	 TO CUMULATIVE CATEGORY p4m115	 INOFx
XNcWk, CF KNOWN UNKNOWN CF UNKNOWN OF KNOWN
19 CG U.24592 CG 7
?4 CG 0.28512 CG
-% CG 0.33189 rG 1
2P CG 0.33700 rG
T4 CG 0.35214 rG 1
25 rG 0.37652 rG 1





.?	 :C ' 1 4 	 CG
•...•.r rr.rr•q.♦
1	 2 3	 4	 5	 6	 7 R	 9
i.t°-it'	 •	 1.1i^5i r -0.0650 r -;^.85130 s -1.41430 r -0.93900 • -0.18320 . 0.18570 .	 0.27460 .
1N15X r^ CATEGORY	 DISTANCE TO CUMULATIVE CATEGORY RADIOS INOFX
MNfW\ CF KACWN	 UNKNOWN OF UMKAOWN OF KACWN
le CG	 0.22542 CG 1
2 S CG	 0.23137 rG 1
72 CG	 0.23476 CG 1
CG	 0.27773 CG 1
33 CG	 0.28440 CG 1













cr ss * * **r* ►► s * •s+sss**rr*s*sN+*+NN*MSS*+s+N*N OUTPUT**OUTPUT+*OUT M1TNS*N+**+*•+*NS**r*srN uss+++sNNSS+sss*s+rs s ns as*e n s










1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
2.78300 * 1.03960 * U.1C950 * -C.49800 * -1.11700 * - 1 .76800 * -0.26750 * -0.14380 * n .19180 r
IhOEX CF	 CATEGORY	 DISTANCE To	 CUMULATIVE CATEGutiY
	 R ► ^11'S
KNOWN	 OF KNCMN	 UNKNOWN	 OF tJNKNOWN
	 OF KN11WN
	
41	 SS	 0.07420	 Ss	 T












40	 SS	 0.13676	 SS
	




srr ► rr• ra artr.srrrrrrrrrss ♦*rsrrrrrrrr*r! nrr**sr**OLTPUt•*OUTPUtr*UUTCUTs*rr•sassrrr nn *. •r*rsssr. r•••s•.rsr.•.sar•rr.rrrrr.r.••..
r ♦.rrr rr ►art aN n!*
	







1	 2 3	 4 5	 6	 7 8	 a
[.iS56C *	 1.1C 4T^^	 * c^.7322J	 t	 - 42.6585t) + -1.C951G * -:.S623C	 • -C.3895C * -0.01600 *	 '1 .1716^ *
INO F x	 CF CATEGCRV CISTANCE TC CUMULATIVE C"TSGLKY R401"1t	 Th^FX
KNCWN OF KNCWN UNKNOWN OF I14KNOWN )F K1Y1WN
41 SS 0.39751 SS
55 Ss 0.09385 SS
59 Ss '3. 10561 Ss
5". SS 0.12442 SS
35 CG J.15483 SS t
38 CG C. 19Zo7 Ss ^.
•♦ rr•.•.r.•ir*rssrsrr.*.rr.rrrsr»rrrrrrrrrrr.rrre.UUTPUT**OLiPU?**OLTPLT**s*srsrrsrrs+ sl:•! n+sn •.♦•••r..•sr!••.a.r ► r n•..,.a•r ► rr.




I DEN TIF 1'.A TI CS...
i3	 Ss?!
rrrrrr+tars.•.•.+
1 i	 4	 5 6	 7 8	 9
?.St51:
	
t	 1.;5:?7	 .y ',.C254!' .	 -C.60030	 •	 -I.1 Q 220 * -C.8512C	 * -Q. SG391 * -0.0116'1 *	 O. r o79A •
lhUtx OF CATEGORY DISTANCE TO CUMI'LATIVE	 CATfGUHY '•tnll'S	 1"nty
KNCWN .F KNCWN LNKNOWN OF UNKN'3Wh IF	 K-11'► 11
6 4 55 0.05927 55
50 as 0.07011 SC 1
4? SS 0.07255 SS
55 1.37283 SS
1.7 55 ^..C9797 SS 1
53 Ss .^OJ9C SS







1	 i	 4 4 5	 6	 7 8	 9
2.3 0 641	 I.0"58J
	
• -:.C44l; • -C.6C150 • -1.20570 s -1.03456 * -0.26060 s 0.10850 *	 0.49790 ►
IN ^Fx	 rr CATEGOR• CISTANCE TO CUMULATIVE CATEGLFY R*CIVS	 lIt9F.X
KNCMN CF KNCWN UNKNOWN M UNKNOWN OF Kh^44
3t CG 0.19484 CG 1
2_ CG 0.22068 CG 1
45 SS 0.23377 CG 1
ss SS 0.23704 CG T
$3
2 4 CG 0.24753 CG 1








SH •	 SS •	 CG	 •
ssrfrffrlrrfrrtffttr •sstrrfffrrtfttf ttss•stff•fttffttf••t••ta•••ttt•tst• q••t•t/ gt/tf•f ►fffrrrf ►.urrs•••kttrs/•s*fr/s•
SH	 +	 60 0 0
SS	 •	 0 55 0






5" •	 SS •	 CG	 •
sif••r•ft•r• nif tf.sf.r•lfffrff ltftt•irrtifff•••tllff t•11f• r11f••f•ffifflffff l f lrf•rf•.tfri•.•.r11rf••• .rr•rf • . ♦r•wrs•.. ♦
(	 SH•	 ^^ ^ C
SS	 +	 0 55 0





^H •	 55 •	 CG	 •
♦ fk•s ♦ rr+ ..•f ♦ rfffrr•f ff t ♦frlr♦11tt••tfftllf trf111tf•1f•ff••fllt• 1t•ltft••l rff•••1rf•.tftfflif at•+at•.r•r..f 1f•tf ♦i•fff
r	 ^^	 • 6.1 a 0
f	 r Sc c
.G	 3 1 63
!
Y
!	 •.•Ir 0••1r ► fr•• H
K=	 4
SH ♦ 	 SS .	 CG
♦ irrrk•k.f fff tfta rt•r Nrrrffrf ♦ if •••lffffftr ♦ •111 q of lrf.trltltf•11ff 1f••rlff lf•r•.f •ff•tt.•.1f f s••rf. • U •••f•ifrflf•
!	 ,M	 •	 60 i{
^S	 •	 C 5' 0




f	 SH •	 SS •	 CG	 •
itt+•ff•rtr111i•tr••tf ltf if isltl•gM•tq tfl•r•f^ffft ♦if 11r•••1f•11sff•f u1111f r1.ffaf•flr/f r.r1N ► ••f••u rrr •a••.r••.•••
CH	 •	 bn 0
S	 + 5 5 :^
G 1 6z
St1 y h ARr
•t ► s w ► +rrrlaltat+
K :	 f
	
^F{	 • SS	 f rG	 •
f Hfl frs•..kllr ry nas rs••r.1f n If1• n .1r1• ♦ fffff•g rf♦1.111ttf••fr•rfif t n •••/•f•••f sru••t••r1•..•...•...••.••r. .. ....•...•
	
S F.	 •	 6:1
	. S	•	 °.5	 n
	
('i:	 •	 '^	 1	 63
.1
a
s
1
t
1
r
I
1
1
1
